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Magic Seeds
It is never too late to start thinking about
the garden you keep. What garden, you
ask? The garden you cultivate in your
mind. That garden is a year-round
garden that grows all kinds of things.
Every thought and action becomes a seed
that gets planted in the consciousness of
your being. Just look at your harvest
and you’ll quickly discover what kind of
seeds were planted and cared for.

Prayer is one of Unity’s principal activities.
We are here to pray with you for all your
prayer needs. Call, write, or email us at
anytime. We hold all prayer requests for 30
days and then send them to Silent Unity for
another 30 days. Prayer works, if you let it!

Someone once asked me why it’s so hard to remember
our real self–our spiritual nature? The simplest answer
is of course EGO: the activity that edges god out.

If your garden is not producing the type
of harvest you would like then try
planting some of these magic seeds: the
seeds of praise and thanksgiving. It’s
amazing how a few words of praise or a
simple gesture of thankfulness can turn
someone’s life around.

“Enlightenment is the ego’s ultimate disappointment,”
says Tibetan Buddhist, Trungpa Rimpoche..

Remember how good it felt to be on the
receiving end of being praised or given
words of thanks? These seeds, when
planted in great quantities, can choke out
any weeds that may try to ruin your
harvest of blessings.

Jesus informed the people to go to God first in prayer
and then to man as directed. In other words go to your
spiritual headquarters and get the “truth” about your
situation, circumstance, or challenge and then go to
those you are guided to for help and assistance.

Happy Harvesting!

Thank you for
you generous
support of this
ministry and your
spiritual home!

If we are to enjoy the fruits of our labors and find
blessings of every good kind in our lives and affairs then
we must practice letting ego follow and never allow it to
lead.

As we learn to depend upon our spiritual nature more
the less influence ego will have on us and our decisions
in life. As we surrender to our higher self we will
become more enlightened and better able to live a life of
well-being.
During the month of October practice affirming you and
God are in partnership and when ego tries to control
your outcomes let it know God’s in charge now, and you
follow Spirit.

